Saffire Freycinet
Resort
Resting unobtrusively at the edge of one of Australia’s most
celebrated national parks, the luxurious Saffire Freycinet
resort has been designed to achieve the ultimate in amenity,
privacy and relaxation for its limited number of guests.
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Site Requirements
Among a number of requirements
inherent in the challenging project brief
was the delivery of luxurious amenity
across all levels of the project.
While this achievement is immediately
visible through the use of high-end
furnishings and finishes that reflect the
landscape and contribute to a relaxed
ambience, much of what makes Saffire
Freycinet resort so luxurious remains
concealed.
This includes the provision of an indoor
environment quality, both in the
different spaces of the main building
and the guest suites, that maintains
a high level of comfort whilst not
imposing on the aesthetics of these
spaces.
The architectural form of the main
building, as well as its varying uses
and elements such as pools and ponds,
conspired to create a number of
challenges for the project’s building
services and ESD consultants, Wood &
Grieve Engineers.
Among them was the concealment
of services whilst ensuring thermal
conditions were maintained.
“The unusual form together with the
large extent of south-facing glazing
meant that a significant amount of
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Unable to deliver air within close

“The main challenges came in balancing

the gurgling sounds that VRV systems

proximity of the glazing, computer

the airside of the systems in terms of
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modeling was conducted to avoid

overall pressurisation, together with the

condensation from forming on the

design of a common economy cycle for

Fan coil units, mostly of the vertical
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the main building,” he said.

bulkhead unit type, were concealed

indoor comfort levels.

within the walls and upstands dividing
“Interfaces with the individual systems

the spaces.

Wood & Grieve worked closely with the

heating and cooling signals and space

diffuser manufacturer to find a solution

temperatures was also a challenge.”

The condenser units were located

that would achieve adequate throw

According to James, the control of the
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mechanical services required the use of
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piping and associated electrical cabling
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In the guest lounges and dining spaces,

temperature control and economy cycle
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conditioned air is delivered via low level
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grilles located in the joinery unit kick

“We therefore incorporated the use of

spaces as well as discreet wall grilles.

a DDC control system into the overall

Again, Holman said ensuring the air

Other areas are served by overhead
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delivery did not create a draft in the

delivery via grilles incorporated into the

underground, achieved by enclosing

guest suites proved challenging.

architecture.
Holman said that although the design
temperatures within these spaces allow
for typical comfort conditions, given
some systems use underfloor delivery,
the off coil air temperature had to be
managed to ensure the VRV system
didn’t drive it too low in cooling.
Due to the building’s multiple levels
and uses, the control of economy cycles
was carefully selected so as to manage
the impact of pressurisation across the
space.

Suite relief
Five separate 3-pipe Daikin VRV heat
recovery systems have been used to
service the twenty luxurious guest
suites.
Again, concealment of services in these
spaces was deemed paramount, with
each of these systems connected to
45 concealed, floor-mounted indoor
units located across the suites. Often
located in bedroom areas, these boxes
were acoustically treated to prevent

“Some of the low level delivery
systems were a challenge that we
worked through with the diffuser
manufacturer,” he said.
Design temperatures allow for
standard comfort conditions in each
suite, but with good flexibility to suit
guest preferences, with individual
temperature control provided.
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Selecting VRV heat
recovery
According to Holman, the total capacity
of all VRV systems across the resort is
around 370kW; including spare capacity
to allow for de-rating under defrost
cycle.
He said the specification of Daikin
systems by Wood & Grieve largely came
about due to the limited energy sources
available at the site.
He said the advantages of heat recovery
given the various zones within the
building were also a contributor.
“We worked through with Daikin in
terms of capacity and location, as well
as protection of the condensers to
manage any reduced capacity during
winter de-ice.”

The ability to remote diagnose faults

“After installing other makes of VRV

with these systems was also deemed

systems over the years, we find that the

an important feature, and meant

Daikin VRV systems and the trust that

maintenance technicians could

Daikin have in our installations and pre-

attend the site already armed with

commissioning generally allows for an

any required part. This is particularly

issue-free commissioning period,” said

important given the remote location of

James.

the resort.
Since Saffire Freycinet resort was
Holman said considerable effort was put

completed in September 2010.

into the commissioning of the systems
by the mechanical contractor, so as to
ensure they operated as expected over
the full operation range.
According to James, the commissioning
of the Daikin VRV systems was
undertaken by the firm’s own
experienced technicians, who also
drew on the experience of Daikin’s
Jeff Slater who assisted to finalise the
commissioning process.

People

Equipment

Architect: Circa Morris-Nunn
Building Services Engineer: Wood & Grieve Engineers
ESD Engineer: Wood & Grieve Engineers
Façade Engineer: Hyder Consulting
Mechanical Contractor: Degree C

HEAT RECOVERY SYSTEMS
11 x REYQ - Heat Recovery outdoor units
3
x FXAQ - Hi wall indoor units
4
x FXFQ - Round Flow Cassette
16 x FXMQ - mid-hi Static Ducted
46 x FXNQ - Floor Console
5
x FXZQ - Compact Cassette
71 x BSVQ - Single Port Branch Selector Box
2
x FTXS - Hi Wall Single Split
2
x FAQ - Hi Wall Single Split (Sky Range)
1
x DCS601C51 - iTouch Controller, DIII Net plus Adaptor
Board, Web Browser
Total Plant Capacity = 418kW

